
Short Story – (Fluttershy vs Sunset!) 

You: aaargh! Dammt! 

*game over screen* x_x 

I'm playing Equine Eternal on maximum difficulty on my 

Ponintendo Switch, but seriously, this video game will cause me 

stress!!! I think the best thing for now is to take a break, so I 

decide to turn off the console and go to do my homework… … … 

HAH! Sure!  

You: I'll go read something ^^ ---  

*knock – knock* 

You: hmm? 

Oh, someone knocks on my door. I'm honestly not expecting 

anyone ... at least today hehe. 

*open the door* 

You: …??  

Fluttershy: hi ^-^ 

Blessed be the reason that brought her here, it's Fluttershy! ºoº! 

You: Fluttershy? … ahm, hi… hehe, how are you? 

Fshy comes into my house. 

Fluttershy: I'm sorry to come without telling you before   

You: woah, don’t worry about that! I’m happy to see you. 

Fluttershy: huh? O///O … are you happy… to see me? >///< 

You: of course!  

Fluttershy tries to hide her face, but I can tell that she is a little 

flushed :S ... 



You: I'm always happy to see my friends ^^ 

Fluttershy: … oh… you friends… right u.u  

Now is she ... disappointed? I said something wrong? O.o 

You: anyway, can I help you? :O 

Fluttershy: oh yes! … well, Sunset and I were competing in a 

challenge at Mariano Kart, but my Ponintendo broke down and… 

ahmm... I know you have a console and I thought you could let 

me use it for a while. I swear it's not a long time! It's only 3 races 

that's all! 

Fshy seems very interested in continuing with this challenge ... I 

wonder what this is all about. 

You: no problem, you can use my Switch if you want but… Just 

out of curiosity, what is this "challenge" about? 

Fluttershy: It's to know which of us will have a date with y... … … 

… oh… o///o… n-noting. 

Her face flushes again and she lowers her gaze to avoid contact... 

with me? She's been doing the same thing two times, do I have 

something on my face? 

You: alright, here…  

I give her my Ponintendo and immediately she contacts with 

Sunset.  

Fluttershy: hey Sunset… sorry for my delay, but I'm here, let's do 

this! 

Sunset (call phone): aha! Very well! You're my friend Fluttershy, 

but I'm not going to let you win so easily! This will be my victory 

and he will have a date with me! muahaha!. 

 



 

Fluttershy: So quickly did you forget that the last time we played 

together, I beat you? :) . Victory has my name ... I have 

everything organized for my date with him :3 

Sunset (call phone): I'd like to see you try! Hahaha!! 

You: ????...  

What the heck is going on here... Fshy seems to be seriously 

immersed in this challenge and from what I can hear, Sunset too. 

They both openly debate about "dating" with someone .... 

hmmm, who are they talking about? 

Fluttershy: here I go!! 

Fluttershy's expression changes radically from one moment to 

the next, now she shows a look of seriousness in her eyes, 

determination ... and many other things that definitely make her 

look very cute e.e 

Fluttershy lays down on the couch, making her instance "more 

comfortable" from what I see.. and Geez! I had not noticed until 

now that she has magnificent legs ... from this perspective, I can 

see her majestic figure in all the splendor possible… o///o 



 

 

Fluttershy: aaaah!! Take this Sunset! Red shell hahaha!! 

You: .. *gulp* … 

Fluttershy notices that I look at her, and I have no doubt that my 

face is red right now :S , but she just gives me a cute smile and 

continues to play. 

 



On the other hand, I decide to leave her alone so as not to 

interrupt her. The game lasts approximately 40 minutes ... and it 

seems that there is already a winner. 

Fluttershy: I WOOOON!! YAAY!! 

I hear a loud scream, and it's none other than Fluttershy 

celebrating her victory hehe. 

You: nice Fshy ^^ Congrats! 

Fluttershy: hehe thank you ^-^ 

You: … 

Fluttershy: … 

Awkward silence. 

You: … ahem… well, I'm sorry I overheard you while you're with 

Sunset in the call ... but I know that you've won, and that means 

you will asked to someone for a date, am I wrong? :O 

Fluttershy: … y-yes… You see, Sunset and I wanted to have a date 

with the same guy ... and well, we decided to do this challenge 

and the one who win, she would to have the date with him first. 

You: oh that is great! Once again, congrats Fshy! That guy is 

definitely very lucky to date with you :D 

Heh, I'm happy for her. This person must be very important for 

her to decide to do this. 

Fluttershy: y-you think that? o///o. 

You: Obviously   

Fluttershy: hehehe ^///^ *giggles* 

You: Why are you laughing? :O 

Fluttershy: well … you are that guy… that’s why hehe… 



You: oh nice, but now WHOOOAHkjsdhsajdsasdhsakdh 

sakdhsadksajhdsakuhw euyw iorheoiudhvHIhKSFD LKVDNSIV… 

WHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAATTT???!!! WHAT!! ME?! 

ME?! 

Fluttershy: yeah hehe.. sorry for not telling you earlier u.u… so… 

you… wanna… date with.. me? >///< 

My heart suddenly starts to beat fast!! O____________o’’ .. 

what… the… HECK!! 

You: … 

Fluttershy: oh… ahm… You have things to do I guess, heh ... don't 

worry, you don't have to date with me if you don't want to ... 

Fshy lower her gaze ... and I can see ... sadness? in her face... 

You: oh wait… you just caught me off guard, that's all ... sure, I'd 

love to go out with you. 

Fluttershy: really? :D yay! 

Fluttershy with me... on a date? Oh my Equestria! who could 

refuse that ?! AHA! Im in!! 

 

-END-  
 


